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ABSTRACT

RESTORATIN PROJECT OF BALATLIOGLU HOUSE IN AYDIN,
KUSADASI
Tolga Konuk
Kusadasi is one of the most important touristic settlements in Turkey
due to not only its position on the western coast of Anatolia, but also its
historical, cultural and architectural assets. Dag and Cami-i Kebir
neighbourhoods, which constitute the historic core of Kusadasi, are declared
as a historic site and under legal protection today. On the other hand,
historical and cultural assets of the settlement have been influenced negatively
due to unconscious interventions and even demolitions due to touristic
activities in the region. In this study, the historical development and
vernacular architecture in Kusadasi have been researched, and as an example
of Kusadasi traditional houses,
, located in Dag
Neighborhood, has been surveyed, and then its restitution and restoration
projects has been prepared.
Within this study, it is aimed to investigate the traditional houses in
, and to contribute to the conservation studies in the region.
, which is a special example of vernacular
architecture in Kusadasi was documented, and its original architectural
characteristics were examined at first. Then material and damage analyses
were done, and restitution, restoration and reuse projects have been
developed for the conservation of the building. In this context, it is proposed
to maintain and repair Balatlioglu House, using appropriate restoration
techniques, and to determine the sustainability of the building by reusing it
with a proper new function.
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